4th Annual KnowNow Conference: Keeping Crime out of Gambling

Opening remarks and Regulatory Review
by David Clifton, Director, Clifton Davies Consultancy Limited
Good morning and welcome to the second day of the 4th Annual KnowNow Conference, which will
focus on “Keeping Crime out of Gambling” – a title that of course reflects the first licensing objective
under the Gambling Act 2005: “preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being
associated with crime or disorder or being used to support crime”.
What we have to look forward to today
It promises to be a fascinating day. This is what we have to look forward to today:
1. “How are criminals actually operating?” – it has often struck me that there can be a
disconnect in some operators’ minds between their ML risk assessments and the reality of
how their business can actually be used by criminals to launder money. Neil Tyson will
outline the key considerations for operators.
2. “Mediation – A growing niche trend in dispute resolution” – a topical subject, not least
because of the furore surrounding the collapse of Football Index in March of this year, the
controversy surrounding the High Court judgment in April this year awarding £1.7million to
an online customer of Betfred following a longstanding dispute, and the potential for a
Gambling Ombudsman to be appointed as part of the current Government Review of the
Gambling Act 2005. Peter Higgins will tell us more later this morning.
3. An Anti-Money Laundering (“AML“) Update Panel of highly experienced speakers – Pete
Murray, Tim Tyler & Neil Tyson – will be discussing with Daniel White application of a risk-
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based approach – the key issue when assessing the most proportionate way to manage and
mitigate money laundering (“ML”) and terrorist financing (“TF”) risks
4. “The black market debate – will over-regulation of UK gambling operators result in a real
threat to consumers from the illegal online black market?”
o Earlier this year, Neil McArthur, then the Gambling Commission (“GC”) CEO, said:
“We know that licensed operators and their trade bodies are concerned about the
impact of the illegal market, but our own evidence suggests that the impact may be
being exaggerated. In any event, we are not convinced by the argument that
suggests that raising standards in the licensed market will prompt consumers to
gamble with illegal operators”.
o Yesterday, commenting on the illegal black market, the GC’s Executive Director Tim
Miller told us: “The Gambling Commission is alive to this danger and regularly takes
action to cut off or shut down these sites. With rapid changes in technology we know
we need to be increasingly fleet of foot and may need a broader range of tools to
tackle emerging risks. We are pleased that the Review of the Gambling Act includes a
focus on the powers and resources of the Commission. Industry and others are right
to flag the risks that can come from the black market. But the solution to tackling
that black market is not to cease taking action to make regulated gambling safer.
We won’t legitimise poor practice at home through fear of what might be happening
elsewhere. Making gambling safer and keeping crime out of gambling are not
mutually exclusive and we will continue to pursue both of those objectives
rigorously”.
o Brean Wilkinson from Rightlander will tell us later on what we really need to know.
5. The closing panel session: “What will be the impact of the Gambling Act Review?”. More
highly experienced speakers – Andy Danson, Wes Himes & Lee Richardson – have been
gazing into their crystal balls and will share their findings with us. Will we end up with “…..
an appropriate balance between consumer freedoms and choice on the one hand, and
prevention of harm to vulnerable groups and wider communities on the other” as the UK
Government has promised?
Having read today’s agenda listing each of those forthcoming items, I must admit I thought at first
“what else can I bring to this party today” when providing an opening regulatory review?”
But, needless to say, keeping crime out of gambling has not been a subject that been on furlough
during the pandemic so let me cast all of our minds back over the last 18 months or so and – in no
particular order – run through some of the relevant issues that have arisen over that time.
Emerging and heightened money laundering and terrorist financing risks
First – because I imagine most of us have been trying hard to find our way around it – the GC’s new
website. Putting aside my urge to pass comment on the supposedly much improved search engine
facility, the website does at least now contain a useful AML Hub. That is particularly useful in
identifying emerging and heightened ML and TF risks, including the following since the start of the
first Covid-19 lockdown:
• Money mules – allowing illicit funds to be transferred through third party bank accounts –
highlighting the importance of robust digital ID checks on customer registration and source
of funds (“SoF”) & source of wealth checks where applicable
• Increased use during the pandemic of money service businesses (including foreign currency
exchanges), informal value transfer systems (or ‘underground banking’ such a ‘Hawala’
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money lending originating in South Asia, that is conducted outside the banking system’) and
of digital payments such as online pre-paid cards and what the GC describes as “constantly
evolving” cryptoasset innovations.
o It should be noted that the GC requires an operator’s Risk Assessment to specifically
take account the risk of allowing customers to use a payment provider that also acts
as an exchange for crypto-currencies
Vulnerable gamblers seeking to increase self-imposed gambling limits
Increases in card fraud/theft then used for gambling purposes
Changes in high-risk jurisdictions with strategic AML deficiencies
o This exposes the danger of insufficient customer checks being conducted not only
when a customer is from but also when that customer has associations with a high
risk jurisdiction – something that some operators have not fully appreciated
Use of large quantities of the old paper £20 note in betting shops and gaming machine
arcades, as well as dye-stained bank notes in land-based gambling premises generally
The dangers of reliance on third party checks of customers to establish SoF without further
scrutiny where a customer claims that funds are winnings from another gambling business
The need for proper consideration of the ML & TF risks posed by an operator’s B2B relations
(including third parties they contract with)

with the GC expecting its licensees to have revised their ML/TF risk assessments, policies,
procedures and controls to mitigate all relevant identifiable risks, also taking into account:
• its AML & CTF Guidance for casino operators and POCA 2002 Guidance for other UK
licensed gambling operators
• its ML & TF Risks within the British Gambling Industry (the most recent edition of which was
published on 18 December 2020)
• its annual Compliance & Enforcement Report (the most recent edition of which was
published on 6 November 2020)
• the UK Government’s ‘National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing’
• the FATF ‘Covid-19 related ML & TF Risks and Policy Responses’ document
• UK Financial Intelligence Unit (UKFIU) publications and podcasts and
• Office of Financial Sanctions Implementations (OFSI) publications and webinars.
Consistent failings identified in GC Compliance Assessments and enforcement action
Secondly, consistent failings that have emerged from GC Compliance Assessments and enforcement
action include:
1. A lack of understanding how to conduct a robust and appropriate ML and TF Risk
Assessment, with some operators:
a. adopting a ‘one size ﬁts all’ approach to their Risk Assessment when it should be
tailored to the speciﬁc ML and TF risks pertinent to their business and/or
b. failing to adequately demonstrate:
o their Risk Assessment has due regard to the GC’s Risk Assessment of the
British Gambling Industry and/or
o that they are keeping up to date with ﬂuctuating standards in alternative
jurisdictions
2. AML/CTF policies, procedures and controls not being ﬁt for purpose, in some cases arising
from the Risk Assessment being deficient and in others because they do not reflect risks
identified in the operator’s risk assessment.
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3. Failure to:
a. learn lessons from the GC’s compliance and enforcement activity
b. demonstrate PML holders’ depth of knowledge, leading to concerns as to
competency and integrity
c. provide regular, quality training to staff including MLROs
d. adopt an effective approach to customer risk proﬁling
e. conduct appropriate levels of EDD (including failure to critically review SoF
documentation) or, in some cases, any EDD at all
f.

conduct sufficient customer affordability checks when determining risk levels,
offering opportunities for illicit finance to infiltrate licensees’ financial systems
o As was discussed yesterday, the GC considers disposable income levels
must be a starting point for assessing financial benchmark triggers and
knowing a customer’s occupation is an important factor in determining
income levels and compliments businesses’ ‘KYC’ knowledge. Tim Miller
(who spoke yesterday during the ‘Social Responsibility for Gambling
Operators’ conference) has previously commented that “whilst some
operators have continued to improve their customer interaction processes,
[the GC’s] evidence shows that many online operators are not setting
thresholds for action at appropriate levels”
o He went into more detail yesterday, stating as follows:
“One piece of work - which has attracted a lot of attention - is our work on
remote Customer interaction. Now, as this audience will know, all licensees
are required to interact with customers in a way which minimises the risk
of customers experiencing harms associated with gambling. This is nothing
new. And current requirements, which came into force in October 2019,
place a duty on remote operators to identify customers at risk of harm and
take action.
However, despite these existing requirements the evidence of our
casework is clear. We continue to see example after example of operators
who have allowed people to gamble amounts that clearly place customers
at risk of harm with very limited or no customer interaction until a very
late stage.
Just to be clear, we are not talking about grey areas here. We are talking
about significant binge gambling or clearly unaffordable levels of gambling
without action being taken. Can anyone in this room seriously justify
allowing a new customer to lose £10,000 within minutes without any
checks or interaction? It is issues such as these that we are seeking to
address in our customer interaction proposals.
Going back to our Licensing Objectives, the Gambling Commission has a
duty ‘to aim to permit gambling’ as long as it is in line with the Licencing
Objectives. But we will not permit operators to continue to place their
commercial objectives ahead of customer protection.
The consultation and call for evidence received around 13,000 responses
and having now assessed the responses and the evidence, we will be
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publishing revised LCCP requirements on customer interaction in the
coming weeks.
Beyond that, our planned next step will be a consultation on thresholds for
identifying key financial risks: when it comes to significant losses in a very
short time, significant losses over time and financial vulnerability. We are
mindful of the fact that there is an ongoing review of the Gambling Act
and do not plan to consult on issues that are rightly for that Review.
However, as the example I gave earlier shows, operators are allowing
consumers to be exposed to unnecessary risks now. The multiple failures to
comply with our existing outcomes focussed rules has forced our hand into
bringing forward more prescriptive requirements to ensure that those
longstanding regulatory outcomes are delivered”.
We will all now await with considerable interest the GC’s revised LCCP
requirements on customer interaction and yet further consultation on
thresholds for identifying key financial risks, which – in answer to a
question I posed to him yesterday – Tim Miller confirmed would represent
a more risk-based approach to the issue of affordability than has been the
case up to now.

g. make use of all relevant sources of information to ensure effective decision-making
and to guide and deliver effective customer interactions
h. maintain adequate documentation and audit trail to demonstrate decision-making
Picking up on AML failings, Tim Miller commented as follows during yesterday’s speech:
“Significant and substantial assessment continued for both land-based and online gambling
businesses in the previous year – albeit that the pandemic meant we relied heavily on remote
assessments. Our compliance activity and enforcement cases continue to evidence that some
licensees’ money laundering and terrorist finance risk assessments, and policies, procedures
and controls continue to be not fit for purpose despite numerous case publications and
ongoing guidance issued by the Commission to assist operators to be compliant. Both online
and on the high street we have seen notable cases this last year and this year’s Compliance
and Enforcement Report will again detail what we expect from operators in this area.”
Conversely, it has been encouraging to read the GC’s following comment in its Compliance &
Enforcement Report:
“We are encouraged to see positive examples where some operators have more closely
integrated their VIP management teams with their AML and CTF teams. Integrating social
responsibility and the prevention of ﬁnancial crime, which are frequently co-dependent
issues, is a positive and encouraging improvement and we encourage other operators to
consider embedding this approach into their existing practices. We have also been
encouraged by signiﬁcant investment by some operators in systems and techniques to proﬁle
customers. AML and CTF are areas where collaboration and evaluation of what works could
be shared between operators to reap additional beneﬁt for themselves and consumers.”
Penalties arising from AML-related enforcement action
Thirdly, in terms of AML-related enforcement action since the beginning of last year, in addition to a
number of operating licence suspensions, financial sanctions for AML and SR failings have been
imposed by the GC amounting to some £51.5million. Some of these sanctions have also required
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operators to instruct an independent firm of auditors to ensure effective compliance with new
policies, procedures and controls and compliance with the LCCP. Those auditors are to be chosen
from the UK’s ‘Top Ten’ auditing firms, which raises the important question whether all such firms
have the required expertise in gambling regulation to undertake such an exercise effectively.
In addition, two operating licences have been revoked (MaxEnt Limited and Silverbond Enterprises
Limited, the latter of which remains subject to an appeal), emphasising the importance of being able
to prove to the GC’s satisfaction legitimate SoF when acquiring or investing in a gambling business.
Other AML points of relevance
Fourthly, other areas in which AML points worth mentioning include:
1. The GC’s High Value Customers Guidance introduced at the end of October last year aimed
at reward schemes that offer to VIP customers tailored or personalised incentives linked to
high vale spend or frequency of play, that requires operators to conduct an assessment of
the risk associated with each individual HVC, as a minimum taking into account affordability,
vulnerability/safer gambling and EDD factors.
2. Updated guidance relating to the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 published by the Crown
Prosecution Service in June 2021 that has raised the spectre of future section 330 POCA
‘failure to disclose’ prosecutions and given rise to publication of a SAR reminder by the GC to
UK licensed operators.
3. Commencement of a UK Government consultation on amendments to the Money
Laundering Regulations 2017 and a Call for Evidence on the effectiveness of the UK’s
AML/CTF regulatory and supervisory regimes (with responses to each required by 14th
October), following on shortly after (a) Malta was subjected to increased FATF monitoring
and (b) proposals were made by the European Commission for new EU anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing rules.
Improvement of operators’ governance frameworks
Finally, I will add a brief word about an increasing area of work that, over the last two or three years
has occupied a good deal of my time, namely assisting UK licensed operators to improve their
corporate governance frameworks.
In the case of a casino business, the internal controls and ‘independent audit function’ requirements
under regulation 21 of the Money Laundering Regulations 2017 constitute an obvious starting point.
More information on this can be found on one of my previous conference presentations (details of
which are available on the Clifton Davies website) and many of the principles set out there
constitute good practice recommendations for non-casino gambling businesses too.
An independent audit function is relevant too when it comes to consideration of an operator’s
internal controls in relation to Safer Gambling/Social Responsibility standards, bearing in mind
the often closely linked criticisms levelled against operators by the GC in relation to closely
associated AML and customer interaction failings and weaknesses.
Common areas where room for improvement of corporate governance arrangements exists are in
relation to such issues as:
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1. the responsibilities delegated to an operator’s Board of Directors, members of its senior
management team and, in the case of larger companies, its committees, whilst ensuring that
senior management own the risks and is fully engaged in the decision-making processes
2. overall organisational structure and internal reporting lines, which often serve to identify
whether PMLs are held by the appropriate persons,
3. arrangements in place for identification, assessment and management of all applicable risks
affecting the business,
4. ensuring that the MLRO is positioned in a way that supports the importance of the role and
that they are provided with adequate resources reflecting the size, complexity and
geographical spread of the operator’s customers and business
5. use of appropriate KPIs and KRIs to monitor changes in risk profile performance against
tolerances defined by the operator’s Risk Appetite,
6. decision-making processes (including adequacy of information supplied to senior
management for that purpose) and how decisions are recorded,
7. putting in place a documented process for the internal escalation of suspicions and
concerns,
8. internal audit arrangements and, where necessary, independent external audit
arrangements, and
9. the extent to which a top-down ‘culture of compliance’ exists throughout the entire
business to which all employees subscribe.
A governance framework review is better conducted before a GC Compliance Assessment than after
so anyone wanting to know more about this topic is welcome to have a word with me.
So that’s a quick round-up from me. Now on with today’s conference.
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